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DMS Accelerator is a European Commission funded project designed to help startups in the European Union (and associated countries) grow their skills, connect with partners and investors and receive media and events exposure.

Over 6 months, 50 selected startups will receive training in key topics such as GDPR, Intellectual property, investment matchmaking & fundraising, legal training, and more. All delivered by leading experts in their fields.

In this document you will find the 50 startups selected for the third year of the project.

dmsaccelerator.eu

2021
ESTABLISHING
**Agricolus S.R.L**

**Making Agritech sustainable! Agricolus® makes agTech tools accessible to worldwide farmers.**

[aigrilus.com](https://aigrilus.com)

**Italy, 2017**

**Establishing**

**Sector:** Agriculture & Food, Artificial Intelligence

---

**HYDRAO**

**Innovative / Sustainable / Green**

Agricolus is an innovative startup working in Smart Farming sector, which provides its customers with a cloud applications ecosystem for precision farming with multiple purposes: disease awareness and forecasts, crop monitoring, decision support system for treatments and fertilizers, farm management and “end to end” traceability bringing valuable information to final users. The aim is to support farmers, agronomists and other agri-sector operators in optimizing agronomic practices by integrating skills and the most up-to-date data collection and analysis technologies.

---

**HYDRAO is on a mission to help make the world’s water smarter, for everyone.**

[pro.hydrao.com](https://pro.hydrao.com)

**France, 2015**

**Establishing**

**Sector:** Artificial Intelligence, Energy & Environment, Internet of Things, Smart Cities & Transport

---

**Water / Energy / Savings**

HYDRAO is a French water tech & data startup that provides smart demand-management solutions for water conservation and management. Our first solution is HYDRAO Aloé is the world's first smart shower. Our leading-edge Nudge technology enables significant water AND energy savings, especially in the Hospitality vertical. Our new smart meter solution HYDRAO Meter V2 will have AI/Machine-learning tools for usage-pattern data-capture and analysis, appliance signature identification and leak detection.
KASKO2GO

Making Technology-first approach for insurance farmers.

OutThink

We address the information security challenge from the People perspective.

OutThink, the world’s first Human Risk Management platform (SaaS), revolutionises security awareness training by measuring and understanding human risk, automating processes, and targeting phishing simulations and training, based on the security attitudes and behaviours of employees. Recognised by Gartner for its unique and innovative approach to security awareness training, OutThink is the highest rated solution in the January 2021 Gartner Peer Insights report.

United Kingdom, 2015
Establishing
Sector: Cybersecurity

outthink.io

Switzerland, 2017
Establishing
Sector: Artificial Intelligence, Finance, Other

kasko2.com
Terabee

3D sensing solutions to capture scenes and movement for digital transformation.

Lidar / 3D Cameras / IoT

Terabee has built a portfolio of sensors and 3D digitalization tools encompassing hardware modules and software libraries. These allow us to rapidly enter target applications and generate valuable data for specific markets. These include People Counting solutions for Smart Buildings, Materials and Stock Volume monitoring for AgTech and Industrial Automation, and Mobile Robotics solutions for Industry 4.0.
ComeTogether

Our mission is to use cutting edge technology to tell B2B sales teams which company they need to target next.

Aithena.ai

Our mission is to use cutting edge technology to tell B2B sales teams which company they need to target next.

ComeTogether

ComeTogether gives control of the entire ticket lifecycle to event organizers, with the power of blockchain.

Aithena.ai

The Netherlands, 2021

Scaling

Sector: Artificial Intelligence

ComeTogether

Greece, 2018

Scaling

Sector: Blockchain

For sales people it is extremely boring and time-consuming to make a list of prospects. We automate this process by using AI to tell users which company to target based on their current client pool.
Dashbike aims to make cycling safe, and to digitize the planning of cycling infrastructure.

Cumul.io

Embed snappy, intuitive dashboards in your SaaS product.

Dashbike is the first and long awaited dashcam for cyclists with distance measurement, GPS, Gyroscop, daytime running lights, and many other sensors. Dashtrack is an innovative, unique and fast scaleable data platform to digitise cycling across Europe with Dashbike to make cycling safer. We record all relevant (cycling) traffic data of cyclists on a daily basis, including processing and analysis.
EyeVi Technologies is a geospatial AI-powered digital data production company. EyeVi aims to eliminate bottlenecks in predictive maintenance, traffic management and safety auditing with our on-demand mapping technology. We make road infrastructure digitization sustainable, cost-efficient and fast. EyeVi enables road consultants, asset managers and infrastructure operators to reduce their operating expenses with zero capital expenditure. We produce the data our clients need, to support their solutions and services.

Estonia, 2020

**Empowering Infrastructure Digitization.**

**EyeVi**

**Innovation / Digitalization / Sustainability**

EyeVi Technologies is a geospatial AI-powered digital data production company. EyeVi aims to eliminate bottlenecks in predictive maintenance, traffic management and safety auditing with our on-demand mapping technology. We make road infrastructure digitization sustainable, cost-efficient and fast. EyeVi enables road consultants, asset managers and infrastructure operators to reduce their operating expenses with zero capital expenditure. We produce the data our clients need, to support their solutions and services.
**Linknovate Science S.L.**

Real heroism is transforming dreams in reality and ideas in facts.

Spain, 2014  
*Scaling*  
*Sector: Artificial Intelligence*

**JOGO**

Together we revolutionise the world of football and help youth players reach their full potential.

**Netherlands, 2020**  
*Scaling*  
*Sector: Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things, Sport & Lifestyle*

**Track / Analyze / Improve**

At JOGO we love football and technology. So why not mix them up? By bringing data science, AI and machine learning (ML) into youth development, our favourite game becomes even better. JOGO makes discovering and optimising the best talents an easy goal.

JOGO's state-of-the-art data collection - driven by AI, machine vision and learning, sensor tech and much more - makes it possible to track physique, technique and cognitive abilities seamlessly. Clubs and trainers now can follow the progress of their players, while young talents can measure their growth - all in real-time.
**Owiwi**

Owiwi helps companies optimize their hiring funnels to change the way they attract, identify and select talents for a job position.

Assessment / Fun / Reliable

Owiwi is a fun and engaging psychometric tool that accurately measures candidate soft skills. Think of a combination of advanced scientific methodology packed within an immersive game that millennials enjoy taking part in. We take away the stress in the hiring process for the candidate while minimising / eliminating the recruiter risk of hiring the wrong candidate.

Greece, 2014

Scaling

Sector: Professional Services, Other

[owiwi.co.uk](http://owiwi.co.uk)

---

**Neurisium**

We build smart platforms for complex industries.

Estonia, 2017

Scaling

Sector: Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things, Manufacturing

[neurisium.com](http://neurisium.com)

---

**Neurisium**

Complex / Process / Automation

Neurisium builds AI-driven production management platforms, which help companies reduce operational waste and be more agile in collaborating across their production chain.

Complex / Process / Automation

Neurisium builds AI-driven production management platforms, which help companies reduce operational waste and be more agile in collaborating across their production chain.
**SketchAR** is an AI-based mobile app to turn people into creators through the unique interactive approach.

**Lithuania, 2017**

**Sector:** Artificial Intelligence, Education, Other

**Scaling**

**SKETCHAR.io**

*Using deep tech to enable more creativity in people.*

**Spain, 2018**

**Sector:** Artificial Intelligence, Sport & Lifestyle

**RobinRover**

*Let your data work for you.*

**Transparency / Fairness / Security**

We allow people to exploit the value of their purchasing information by earning rewards and connecting with other consumers and brands based on real, verified purchasing data coming from order confirmation emails in a anonymous and secure way.

**Lithuania, 2017**

**Sector:** Artificial Intelligence, Education, Other

**Scaling**

**RobinRover**

**robinrover.io**

**Transparency / Fairness / Security**

We allow people to exploit the value of their purchasing information by earning rewards and connecting with other consumers and brands based on real, verified purchasing data coming from order confirmation emails in a anonymous and secure way.

**Spanish, 2018**

**Sector:** Artificial Intelligence, Sport & Lifestyle

**Scaling**

**SKETCHAR.io**

*Using deep tech to enable more creativity in people.*

**Lithuania, 2017**

**Sector:** Artificial Intelligence, Education, Other

**Scaling**

**RobinRover**

**robinrover.io**

**Transparency / Fairness / Security**

We allow people to exploit the value of their purchasing information by earning rewards and connecting with other consumers and brands based on real, verified purchasing data coming from order confirmation emails in a anonymous and secure way.

**Spanish, 2018**

**Sector:** Artificial Intelligence, Sport & Lifestyle

**Scaling**

**SKETCHAR.io**

*Using deep tech to enable more creativity in people.*

**Lithuania, 2017**

**Sector:** Artificial Intelligence, Education, Other

**Scaling**

**RobinRover**

**robinrover.io**

**Transparency / Fairness / Security**

We allow people to exploit the value of their purchasing information by earning rewards and connecting with other consumers and brands based on real, verified purchasing data coming from order confirmation emails in a anonymous and secure way.

**Spanish, 2018**

**Sector:** Artificial Intelligence, Sport & Lifestyle

**Scaling**

**SKETCHAR.io**

*Using deep tech to enable more creativity in people.*

**Lithuania, 2017**

**Sector:** Artificial Intelligence, Education, Other

**Scaling**

**RobinRover**

**robinrover.io**

**Transparency / Fairness / Security**

We allow people to exploit the value of their purchasing information by earning rewards and connecting with other consumers and brands based on real, verified purchasing data coming from order confirmation emails in a anonymous and secure way.

**Spanish, 2018**

**Sector:** Artificial Intelligence, Sport & Lifestyle

**Scaling**
Synertics

Synertics drives fleet productivity through digital and data-driven solutions.

synertics.io

Germany, 2020

Scaling

Sector: Smart Cities & Transport

Uizard

Fleet / Route Planning / Automation

At Synertics we develop digital and data-driven solutions for the mobility industry with the purpose to increase the productivity and financial viability of products and services when allocating fleets.

Synertics drives fleet productivity through digital and data-driven solutions.

Uizard

Uizard is an easy design tool for non-designers – powered by AI.

uizard.io

Denmark, 2017

Scaling

Sector: Artificial Intelligence, Professional Services

Startups Portfolio 2021

Uizard is an easy-to-use design tool enabling non-designers such as startup founders, managers, consultants, to easily create and test their mobile and web app ideas.
Volvero is an app for sharing vehicles that connects owners with people who need one, saving time and money. Through AI and advanced technologies, we improve quality and security with crystal-clear full insurance coverage. Volvero is easier, safer and more reliable than any other app.
VALIDATING
Aindo is an artificial intelligence startup of the International School of Advanced Study (SISSA). We are building a secure, reliable, and GDPR compliant synthetic data exchange platform named MED-X to enable healthcare institutions to access, share and aggregate clinical data, to foster collaborations and research.

Foster medical discovery with synthetic data.

aindo.ai

Italy, 2018

Validating

Sector: Artificial Intelligence

Dynamic / Creative / Strong
Alpha Affinity

Real-world insights through high-quality linked data.

alpha-affinity.com

Germany, 2020

Validating

Sector: Artificial Intelligence, Other

in

Amygda

Enabling disruption-free industrial operations.

amygdalabs.com

United Kingdom, 2020

Validating

Sector: Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things, Manufacturing, Smart Cities & Transport

in

Amygda is a web-based software platform that captures data from industrial machines or, and analyses it to predict their operational performance. Amygda creates ‘healthy’ machines through the timely and accurate identification of potential failure modes, allowing you to act before a breakdown occurs.
Angio

AI-driven automation for medical imaging diagnostics of the vascular system.

angio.ai

Poland, 2020
Validating
Sector: Artificial Intelligence, Healthcare

AI-driven / Imaging / Diagnostics
We are creating AI-driven Clinical Decision Support software that will improve access to care, reduce time to treatment and alleviate the burden in vascular surgery and radiology workflows. We will improve the accuracy of vascular diseases diagnosis, identify high risk patients for faster reactions in critical situations and free physicians from repetitive routines.

angio.ai

CADChain

We are the guardian angels of industrial design data.

cadchain.com

Netherlands, 2019
Validating
Sector: Blockchain, Cybersecurity, Other

Digital / IP (Intellectual Property) / Protection
CADChain is a software development company that has a strong legal and technological background. Currently, we are concentrating on CAD (industrial design), additive manufacturing, trade secrets and legal-tech education/consulting. In general, CADChain is an umbrella of services that have the proprietary “geometric twin” technology behind them and are interlinked through different business models.
AyraDB is a next-generation database, 100% technology independent and with outstanding performance and scalability. AyraDB is unique as it provides sub-millisecond latency (i.e. response time) on disk. Currently, companies have to use in-memory databases to achieve sub-millisecond latency. Storing data on disk reduces the cost of data management by a factor of 20 and makes AyraDB a disruptive technology.

Obtaining scalability at a fraction of the cost unlocks business benefits in a number of use cases. It reduces the barriers to entry for SMEs in data-intensive businesses, it enables new business models based on the exploitation of large datasets, it helps ensure the success of independent players in the data market and it is environmentally sustainable. Compared to top competitors, the performance edge of AyraDB reduces hardware costs and energy consumption by a factor of 20.
The Customer journey does not end with the sale or delivery of a product, in fact that is where it enters into its most important step of the lifecycle. Delloop understands this and helps the Retailer take advantage of it.

By capturing the moments of truth across the entire lifecycle; sale, delivery, usage, warranty and indeed disposal in a closed-loop Delloop opens up a wealth of insights for the Retailer to discover, understand and improve the customer experience and of course, profit.

It just makes sense to be there when your customer needs you.

Dativo

Simple, scalable, ultra fast and efficient Digital Rewards Platform.

Digital Rewards / Payments / Scalable

Dativo provides an API-first platform with real time capabilities that delivers digitally rewards to customers at 1/10 of the cost. We provide to corporates and brands the possibility to deliver instantly non cash payments to customers in a simple, scalable and efficient way, with a simple click.

Portugal, 2020

Validating
dativo.io

Spain, 2017

Validating

Sector: Finance, Other

Delloop

We take the Retailer beyond the Customer’s Front Door.

Communication / Connection / Trust

The Customer journey does not end with the sale or delivery of a product, in fact that is where it enters into its most important step of the lifecycle. Delloop understands this and helps the Retailer take advantage of it.

By capturing the moments of truth across the entire lifecycle; sale, delivery, usage, warranty and indeed disposal in a closed-loop Delloop opens up a wealth of insights for the Retailer to discover, understand and improve the customer experience and of course, profit.

It just makes sense to be there when your customer needs you.
**Dryad Networks GmbH**

Dryad provides ultra-early detection of wildfires using solar-powered gas sensors in a large-scale IoT mesh network placed in the forest.

[dryad.net](http://dryad.net)

**Germany, 2020**

---

**Validating**

**Sector:** Artificial Intelligence, Energy & Environment, Internet of Things, Other

---

**Find & Order**

**Find & Order enhances professional operations in large facilities.**

[findnorder.com](http://findnorder.com)

**France, 2015**

---

**Validating**

**Sector:** Internet of Things, Retail, Smart Cities & Transport

---

**Indoor-tracking / Operations / Cross-sector**

We provide our clients with an infrastructure-free tracking solution to follow, analyse and support their operations on site. Our main focus is on logistics and retail at the moment because they share a common strategic use case: picking operations.

No need of beacons or other hardware in buildings to track activity and assets.

---

**Green / Wildfires / Sensors**

Dryad develops Silvanet, a large-scale, distributed sensor network for ultra-early wildfire detection and continuous health monitoring of the forest. The solar-powered gas sensors use embedded AI to detect wildfires within 60 minutes. With reduced reaction time for wildfires, Dryad helps to protect the world’s largest carbon sink, addressing deforestation and emissions from forest fires which cause up to 20% of global carbon emissions. Dryad will also mitigate the economic damages caused by wildfires, estimated to be at $140bn per year, tapping into a substantial market potential with insurances as well as private and public forest owners.
Green + Kode

We design Smart IoT and waste solutions to reduce food waste streams & provide automatic solutions at reasonable prices.

greenkode.net

United Kingdom, 2020

Validating

Sector: Energy & Environment, Internet of Things, Other, Agriculture & Food, Internet of Things, Other

LAIFE

Performance Balance through Sound.

laifeplus.com

Germany, 2019

Validating

Sector: Artificial Intelligence, Education, Healthcare, Sport & Lifestyle

Music / Mental Health / Balance

LAIFE is a startup focused on mental health issues relief and performance enhancement through highly-personalised Artificial Intelligence Music generation based on data points from athletes.

Green / Innovative / Kode

We design Smart IoT waste solutions to reduce food waste & provide automatic solutions at reasonable prices.
Ludimos is the world's first AI powered video analysis platform for cricketers. Our mission is to enable data-driven and personalised cricket coaching at scale by providing smart tools powered by AI that delivers actionable insights automatically and instantly from cricket training videos. Ludimos is active in more than 10+ countries and used by 4 National Teams.

Lilheads is pioneering the application of emotion analytics to create the world's most advanced adaptive learning platform for children.

Lilheads
Help 1 billion children learn better.

Education / Emotions / Adaptive

United Kingdom, 2020

Validating

Sector: Artificial Intelligence, Education, Internet of Things

Ludimos BV
Enabling data-driven and personalised cricket coaching using AI.

Amsterdam, 2019

Validating

Sector: Artificial Intelligence, Sport & Lifestyle

Lilheads

Education / Emotions / Adaptive

Lilheads.com

Simple / Smart / Synchronised

LudimosBV.com

Validating
Metabeta

Data beats gut feeling.

Romania, 2019
Validating
Sector: Finance

---

Metabeta helps startups fundraise faster, and investors to make better investment decisions, using a data-driven approach.

metabeta.com

---

Metrify

Managing the entire end-to-end life cycle of survey research projects.

Germany, 2021
Validating
Sector: Other

---

Metrify is a survey research platform designed by academics, for academics. Its features help researchers to do better research and boost their productivity.
Muna.io

Privacy-first marketing and data sharing.

Muna.io is a privacy-first mobile app where you get to exchange your personal information for the best offers and discounts. We help you to take control of your privacy and decide who gets your data and what you get in return.

My Customer Lens

Real-time feedback aggregation - Future-proofing firms to compete on experience

Muna.io is a privacy-first mobile app where you get to exchange your personal information for the best offers and discounts. We help you to take control of your privacy and decide who gets your data and what you get in return.

My Customer Lens

Real-time feedback aggregation - Future-proofing firms to compete on experience

Strong relationships matter in professional services and quickly discovering client needs is a competitive advantage. But making sense of the growing volume of unstructured feedback has been a slow and manual process.

So MyCustomerLens developed real-time feedback aggregation, to quickly provide the actionable insights that firms need to protect and grow revenues.
NutrilifeIO project aims in the further development of the “One stop solution for global decentralized clinical nutrition platform, which is based on Blockchain and AI-Based Technology to constitute the “e-Marketplace, e-Doctor (USP), Ecosystem & target to C2C, B2B2C. It also incorporates Expert and social AI integration to enhance the healthcare providers’ productivity with up to 80% & consumer surplus up to 90%, integrating Blockchain Technology to enhance Trust, Transparency, Data Privacy, Fast & Secure Transaction and cut off middle man.

Better / Financial / Life
Personal Finance and Wealth Management platform that help banks understand better their clients and offer the best for them, while increasing clients engagement and loyalty.
Reductech's mission is to simplify the management and automation of cross-application e-discovery and forensic workflows. EDR, our open-source automation toolkit enables users to easily integrate multiple applications into a single seamless workflow while our orchestration platform, Flow, offers a complete solution for managing evidential material in multi-application hyperscale e-discovery and forensic labs.

End-to-end ediscovery, no compromises.

Reductech.io

United Kingdom, 2018
Validating
Sector: Other

Predictiva is a Fintech start-up company with a mission to make advanced AI algorithms available to more individuals and organization around the globe.

Supported by a team of Data Scientists and AI Researchers, our AI platform, Investiva, helps financial traders & investment managers to trade multiple financial assets using state-of-the-art Machine Learning algorithms while avoiding human emotional-bias.

Innovative / Autonomous / AI

Predictiva.co.uk

United Kingdom, 2018
Validating
Sector: Artificial Intelligence, Finance

Predictiva is a Fintech start-up company with a mission to make advanced AI algorithms available to more individuals and organization around the globe.

Supported by a team of Data Scientists and AI Researchers, our AI platform, Investiva, helps financial traders & investment managers to trade multiple financial assets using state-of-the-art Machine Learning algorithms while avoiding human emotional-bias.

Innovative / Autonomous / AI
sicross GmbH

Give employees more time to think and do.

sicross.com

Germany, 2020
Validating
Sector: Other

in

si:cross

Audio / B2B / Virtualwork

si:cross provides a SaaS Audio platform for company internal podcasts.

Share knowledge, ideas and updates – via audio!

SmartCloud-Farming

Bringing transparency and trust to carbon farming with remote soil analytics.

smartcloudfarming.com

Germany, 2019
Validating
Sector: Agriculture & Food, Artificial Intelligence

in

SmartCloudFarming is an advanced soil analytics start-up giving an almost century-old soil management practices the ‘sci-fi makeover’ using data and AI. The startup uses remote-sensing data to create 3D digital soil maps and is building the first data-driven dashboard for remote soil management. With its technology, SmartCloudFarming can detect and track changes in soil carbon remotely at depths of 30 cm for soil moisture and monitor soil moisture at depths of 90 cm. Its vision is to map the world’s soils in 3D and remove the conflict between sustainability and profitability in agriculture.
Staex

Staex is a deeptech startup based in Berlin enabling distributed service orchestration for IoT.

staex.io

Germany, 2020
Validating
Sector: Internet of Things

Urban Data Collective

Orchestrate / Network / Scale
Staex handles fully-distributed machine orchestration that allows companies to get the most out of their machines and IT infrastructure, while enabling them to securely share data with other companies and create new interconnected business models.

staex.io

Urban Data Collective

Data / Worth / Sharing
We provide solutions to facilitate the sharing of real time urban data, allowing others to unlock new value, while removing the complexities that go along with it.

urbandatacollective.com

United Kingdom, 2020
Validating
Sector: Energy & Environment, Internet of Things, Smart Cities & Transport, Other

Staex

Staex handles fully-distributed machine orchestration that allows companies to get the most out of their machines and IT infrastructure, while enabling them to securely share data with other companies and create new interconnected business models.

Orchestrate / Network / Scale

One-stop solution global Out-Clinical Nutrition Platform for diagnostic prediction and intervention.

urbandatacollective.com

United Kingdom, 2020
Validating
Sector: Energy & Environment, Internet of Things, Smart Cities & Transport, Other
Voltyo

A company committed to the fight against climate change that reconciles conflicting values such as diversity and equality or environment and profitability.

France, 2020

Validating

Sector: Artificial Intelligence, Energy & Environment

Voltyo

Green / Diversity / Simplicity

Voltyo is an Energy Assistant for property managers that handles more than 10 buildings. Centralizing a huge number of building’s data is a tedious and time-consuming task; analyzing them is even more complicated. Voltyo centralizes it, in a non-intrusive way, using all already available data, from energy suppliers(consumption and bills), weather and building mainly usage, to give insights about building performance. So it accelerates their decision and identifies where to improve first.

Witsy Limited

On a mission to build efficient and productive B2B sales organisations.

United Kingdom, 2019

Validating

Sector: Artificial Intelligence

Witsy.ai

Information / Intelligence / Insights

An online sales intelligence platform using AI and large scale public data gathering to provide real-time intelligence on over 30 million businesses and 600 million-plus decision-makers.
Thanks!
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If you have any questions do not hesitate to contact us:

hello@datamarketservices.eu